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“Bubba” Glover and his timer “JT” (Jim Thomas) find a relaxing

way to pass 10 minutes of thermal soaring.

A special thank-you to members of AMA’s Flight Support Team. Our

community partners recognize that AMA onsite events bring thousands of

visitors during the flying season who spend dollars in our community. Their

generous donations help AMA continue to host the many competition events

held annually, and in turn, AMA promotes and encourages our members to

look for and support members of the Flight Support Team.
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RC Soaring



RC Soaring: Two
Meter, Day 1

M
Monday at the Soaring Nats dawned with

a beautiful, cloudless sky and an early fog

as the sun rose. It looked like perfect

weather ahead for a great days Soaring

with a forecast of a 5 mph breeze and a

high of 80°. Forth pilots arrived at the

AMA’s National Flying Site to do battle

in the Two Meter sailplane class. 

Pilots’ briefing was scheduled for 8:30

but ran a little late and CD Tom

Kallevang addressed us around 8:45. The

briefing is an important part of any

contest as safety is the number one

consideration for all events. It is

important for all pilots to know the field

boundaries and rules concerning the

landing and launch protocols for the

contest. 

The first round got underway around 9

a.m. with the first group away

in

very

light conditions. There

was lift available but not everyone

could find it as the first couple of groups

tried to find 10 minutes of air. 

This 2 Meter contest saw a brand new

molded sailplane fly for the first time in

US competition. Skip Miller and Cody

Remington

of Skip Miller Models

arrived with their brand new, sleek and

smooth Espaditas. This is a new model,

by renowned manufacturer Jaro Muller, is

based on the lines of the very successful

Espada F3J/F3B design. 

Incorporating many unique design

features such as FISD

(Fully Integrated Servo Drive) and a

very short build time, the Espadita

certainly looks like a winning model. The

FISD leaves the wing totally clear of

linkages and as clean a Two Meter wing

as is possible. 

As the rounds went by, this fine

aircraft proved also that it flies as

good as it looks in the hands of

pilots of the caliber of Cody and

Skip. 

The first round saw Larry Jolly

in first place with a great 94

landing for a 1094. Larry was

flying the Kennedy Composites

Sprite—another new and beautiful

molded Two Meter plane

manufactured by Vladimir in the

Czech Republic. 

Skip Miller was a close second

with 1091 and Peter Goldsmith, the

other Australian, was flying a

Duck. Cody was fourth and Tom

Broeski filled fifth spot also flying

a Sprite. The spread after Round

One from first to fifth was just 14

Lee Atchison, the youngest

competitor at 14 years old, gets

ready to fly Round 2 with his First

Plus.

A Gaggle of Two Meter sailplanes await their turn to fly.



points or, in simple terms, 14 inches. It looked like we were in

for a great battle. 

The light air saw only 12 pilots max in Round 1 but by

Round 2 the air was starting to work and half the field found

good air and made good scores. Cody’s consistency began to

show through with another great landing in the 80s seeing him

move into first place with Skip in second. Johnny Berlin moved

up to third place with his Duck and Peter Goldsmith and Don

Harris (also flying a Duck) in fourth and fifth matched Johnny’s

score at 2116. 

By Round 3 it was clear that only a max every round and a

good landing would ensure a place in the top 10 by the end of

the day. Many pilots who made one bad decision found

themselves dropping down the score chart a long way as the top

pilots reeled off maxes combined with great scoring landings

round after round. 

The Two Meter sailplanes launch to the moon and it is great

to watch these small 30- to 40-oz. aircraft ping an extra couple

of hundred feet off the end of their launch. In the

effort to achieve those extra feet, many pilots

suffered from the inevitable pop-off and had

to fly out;

the result

was a

drastically

reduced launch height. 

I was one of those who suffered this fate and learned a great

lesson. In this caliber of competition you have to be prepared.

By the end of the contest I had a great launching airplane with

some modifications to the hook and launch trim changes. 

Round 4 saw Don Harris drop to eighth place when he missed

a landing. He wouldn’t be the only top pilot to make such an

error as later rounds would find a couple of other notables miss

landings also. 

At the completion of four rounds, Skip Miller had hit the lead

as Cody flipped his Espadita on

landing and Tom Broeski moved into

fifth place to replace Don. 

A short lunch break was enjoyed with a few fun fliers getting

their electrics going to entertain us while we ate some great hot

dogs. 

The middle of the day produced great soaring weather with

almost every flier in every group scoring well in Rounds 4 and

5. The top five remained unchanged but Luis Bustamante was

quietly moving up the ranks into sixth with a flawless display of

maxes and consistent landings with his Organic.

Round 6 saw Cody hit the front again as Skip hiccupped also

with a flip-over landing. Peter Goldsmith was still in third and

had not missed a beat all day with maxes and good landing

scores every round. Luis Bustamante had jumped up to fourth

and fifth place was filled by Johnny Berlin. 

Round 7 was almost a changing of the guard as Skip Miller

made a tactical error and placed himself away from the good air

to miss his only max of the day leaving Cody Remington on top

at the end with 7,472 points

and Peter Goldsmith

a close 7,416 in second.

Johnny Berlin hung on to third

and Tom Broeski fourth with Charles

(Mike) Fox moving into fifth on 7,357 to

reap the benefit of Skip’s mistake. 

With such close scoring, it is obvious that anyone can win

with just one simple mistake from the top fliers. The Espadita

proved herself as an extremely competitive newcomer to the

Two Meter ranks on her first day of competition, but the great

scores posted with the old ships such as the Duck show that the

pilot can also make the difference in the long run.

A great soaring day was had at a most magnificent soaring

site. The weather was better than anyone could hope for and

tomorrow looks like more of the same for Day 2 of the Two

Meter contest.  

—Gordon Buckland

Cody Remington shows how it’s done with a 98-point precision landing in

Round 7. That’s about as close as you can get to the Hunski.
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Scores and Standings Please note: Scores are unofficial until tabulation is confirmed.
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Classified Ads
We’re trying something new this

year in NatsNews: classified ads. You
can purchase a 1-inch, 2-inch, or 3-inch
ad to wish someone good luck, say
congratulations, or just say sorry about
your luck.   

The cost is $5 per inch, and the
maximum size is 3 inches. Sizes are
shown below. Commercial advertising
is not permitted. 

If you are interested in purchasing a
classified ad or have any questions,
contact Liz Helms at AMA
Headquarters, (765) 287-1256, ext. 213
or lhelms@modelaircraft.org.

Insertion requests must be received
by 9 a.m. the day you wish the ad to
appear.

Good luck Dad! If you

win, can we get a

dog?
Samantha and Johnnie

Congratulations Eric!

That’s the best flight

you’ve ever made!

We’re proud of you

and good luck today!

—The Red
Mountain Flyers 

1”

2”

Sorry about your luck,

Jack Hartman. 

That’s just what you did

last year! And almost the

same place ... look, you

can still see the marks on

the pavement ...

Maybe you can build

another to crash next year. 

—Gene, Bob, and the
Liars Club3”



Ed Wilson and Contest Director Tom Kallevang relax on the

buggy between rounds.
Luis Bustamante shows off his Organic along with his color

coordinated timer.

Cody Remington demonstrates the finer points of the new

Espadita to Peter Goldsmith and Jamie Buckland.

Marna, the best transmitter impound lady

in the world, announces Round 1 to start.
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